The protein was solvated in a sphere of waters of 60Å radius, using explicit TIP3 water molecules and then the system was neutralized by placing 13 potassium ions. Then the protein was minimized using 50 steps of steepest descent followed by three stages of adopted basis NewtonRaphson minimization (ABNR), 2000 steps each. In the first ABNR stage we applied harmonic constraints to the protein backbone that were released until we reached the third stage of ABNR minimization where we switched the QM/MM on. The heating was conducted slowly from 0 to 300 K for 45 ps and this temperature was held for the rest of the simulations. Any harmonic constraints applied to the system were gradually released. After the heating phase, the system was dynamically equilibrated with velocities assigned from a Gaussian distribution every 100 steps at 300 K for 150 ps. The final structure was used as a starting configuration for the TPS study. TPS was used to harvest trajectories of the chemical event. The reaction happens in two steps involving a proton transfer from C2 to the OD2 oxygen of the catalytic base, which in turn transfers the S2 same proton to C10. We defined the order parameters using the second step's bond-breaking and bond-forming distances so that the reactant region contained all configurations with the OD2-H bond length < 1.35Å and the H-C10 bond length > 1.35Å, while the product region contained all configurations with OD2-H1 bond length > 1.35Å and H1-C10 bond length < 1.35Å. The initial reactive trajectory was generated by applying a harmonic constraint with force constant 55 (kcal/mol)/Å 2 on the bond-forming distance followed by propagation for 250 fs. Using this biased first reactive trajectory as a seed, we perturb the momenta of a randomly chosen slice of this reactive trajectory and propagated using the new momenta until we generate a new reactive trajectory. This process was iterated until we generated 150 reactive trajectories of 500 fs length.
Next, we performed committor analysis to locate the transition state, defined as the time slice with the property that new trajectories initiated from that slice with random momenta have probability 0.5 to reach reactants or products. The set of these isocommittor structures, is the transition state ensemble (TSE). This TSE was used as starting points for the constrained walk that leads to the identification of the reaction coordinate following these steps: first, we make a guess for the reaction coordinate and starting from a TS structure we evolve the system while restraining the degrees of freedom of the guess for the reaction coordinate, then at various time slices along this constrained trajectory we initiate trajectories assigning random initial velocities. Finally, we calculated the ratios of the trajectories of the previous step that end up either in reactants or products: if the guess for the reaction coordinate were correct, the commitment probabilities would be 0.5 for either reactants or products. Trajectories and structures for PNP and hLDH enzymes were obtained from our previous studies.
As mentioned in the text, constraining only the QM atoms of KSI during the algorithm for the identification of the reaction coordinate, leads to commitment histograms peaked at 0.5 ( Figure 5 of paper), showing that protein motions are not part of the reaction coordinate in KSI.
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Figure S1: Mechanism of the isomerization reaction as catalysed by KSI. Figure S2 : QM region of KSI in our simulations. El.field MV/cm C=O dipole Figure S4 : Electric field calculation on the C=O dipole of Asp 103 for the same three representative trajectories in KSI. The five points are: in a reactant configuration, bond breaking of first step, TS of the first step, bond breaking of second step, TS of the second step.
